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COMMENDATI ONS

Assistant United States Attorney DAVID EISENBERG Eastern Dis
trict of New York has been commended by Mr Daniel Schiller
Regional Inspector Department of the Treasury New York New

York for his valuable assistance in bribery investigation
stemming from an Internal Revenue Service program in which

narcotics dealers and policy operators were assessed unpaid
Federal taxes

Assistant United States Attorney DIANE GIACALONE Eastern

District of New York has been commended by Mr William

Webster Director Federal Bureau of Investigation for her

guidance in the investigation as well as the successful

convictions of individuals responsible for two robberies of

the IBI Armored Truck Service

Assistant United States Attorney SHERRY HERRGOTT District

of Arizona has been commended by Mr John Hinchcliffe
Special Agent in Charge Federal Bureau of Investigation
Phoenix Arizona for her understanding and cooperation in

connection with the Gary Edward Bailey case involving the theft
of two paintings from the Art Fund Gallery Washington D.C
and the interstate transportation of stolen property

Assistant United States Attorneys LAURIE LEVENSON and WILLIAM

WEBBER Central District of California have been commended by

L.D Guy Engineer in Charge Federal Communications Commission
District II Long Beach California for their accomplishments
leading to the conviction of Richard Burton of four counts of

operating radio station without license 47 U.S.C 318
501 and two counts of uttering obscene indecent and profane
language by radio communication 18 U.S.C 1464 in the case
of United States Burton
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR ATTORNEYS
William Tyson Director

POINTS TO REMEMBER

Responding to Requests for Records Under the Freedom of

Information and Privacy Acts

The Executive Office for United States Attorneys is re
sponsible for responding to all requests for records located
in United States Attorneys offices under the Freedom of Infor
mation and Privacy Acts The policy and the proper procedure
for handling such requests are set forth at 28 C.F.R Part 16
and in the United States Attorneys Manual Title 106.320
This procedure guarantees uniformity in the responses to re
quests for information and enables this office to maintain
files on all Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act re
quests filing system is necessary in order for this office
to respond to administrative appeals and complaints filed by
requesters

When you receive request for information under the
Freedom of Information Act or Privacy Act please acknowledge
receipt of the request advising the requester that pursuant to

Department regulations the request has been forwarded to the

Department in Washington for processing You should at that

time forward the request to this office The Executive Office
will open file and forward copy of the request letter with
processing instructions to the appropriate office You should
not respond directly to the request Nor should the acknowledg
ment letter indicate whether your office does or does not have
the records requested

Executive Office
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Attorney Generals Urgent Report

This is to remind all United States Attorneys and Assistant

United States Attorneys of the Attorney Generals Urgent Report

requirement The Attorney General has recently expressed con
cern over the failure of Department officials and attorneys
to keep him advised in timely manner of sensitive criminal

investigations This has led on several occasions to placing
the Attorney General in position of being unable to respond

to inquiries on important or newsworthy cases

The Director Executive Office for United States Attorneys
has been requested to keep the Attorney General advised on

daily basis The procedures and criteria for determining if

particular matter warrants being brought to the Attorney Gen
erals attention are set forth in USAM 15.600 United States

Attorneys are requested to insure that all members of their

staff are familiar with this section of the Manual

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS MANUAL
TITLE GENERAL

Reporting on other matters

Information falling within the criteria set forth below

should be sent by teletype to the Executive Office for United

States Attorneys for further distribution to the Attorney

General Deputy Attorney General Associate Attorney General

and the appropriate Assistant Attorney General

It should be noted that access to such reports is strictly
controlled and limited to those officials having need to

know

Emergencies e.g riots taking of hostages hi
jacking kidnappings prison escapes with attendant

violence serious bodily injury to or caused by

Department personnel

Allegations of improper conduct by Department

employee public official or public figure
including criticism by court of the Departments
handling of litigation matter

Serious conflicts with other government agencies or

departments
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Issues or events that may be of major interest to the

press Congress or the President

Other information so important as to warrant the

personal attention of the Attorney General within 24

hours

The following format should be used

Line Department of Justice Urgent Report

Line Designation of subject as civil or criminal

Line Security classification if any sensitive but
unclassified material should be so labeled

Line Name and location of office originating report

Line Designated personnel and telephone numbers for

clarification and followup if necessary

Line Name and telephone number of the attorney if

any at Main Justice who is familiar with the

matter

Line To end brief synopsis of the information

Your cooperation is sincerely appreciated

Executive Office
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Rule of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

This is to advise that the amendments to Rule of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure affecting the manner and time
of service of summonses and complaints which the Supreme Court
promulgated on April 28 1982 and were scheduled to become
effective on August 1982 are not in effect and existing
Rule still applies

On August 1982 the President signed into law H.R 6663
bill to delay the effective date of the Rule amendments

from August 1982 until October 1983 unless previously
approved disapproved or modified by Act of Congress.u/

Accordingly until Congress acts on the Rule amendments
you should refer to existing Rule

Because the President signed the bill one day after the
scheduled August effective date the Rule amendments took
effect for one day August 1982 before being superseded on
August by the existing Rule

Office of Legal Policy
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Paul McGrath

Kirkhuff Nimrno D.C Cir No 811770 July 20 1982 D.J
145151643

VA Pregnancy and Parturition Disability Care

Regulation D.C Circuit Holds Regulation Is

Statutorily And Constitutionally Valid

VA regulations have for over 50 years defined pregnancy
and parturition as disability qualifying veterans for nocost
hospital and outpatient care only in those cases where the
condition is pathologically complicated The district court
rejected our argument that VA regulations are insulated from

judicial review by 38 U.S.C 211a and held that the VAs
definition of disability as applied to pregnancy and

childbearing was arbitrary capricious and beyond its statutory
authority Although several other courts of appeals have

unanimously held that 38 U.S.C 211a does not proscribe
judicial review of VA regulations the D.C Circuit concluded
here that the question is serious and difficult one and it

reserved decision on the jurisdictional issue upon concluding
that the regulation before it was reasonable and constitutional
and should be sustained in any event The Court agreed with us

that the VA regulation barring free care for normal pregnancy
and childbirth was consonant with Congress choice of the term

disease defect and injury to define disability in the

statute rejected plaintiffs contention that broad reading of

the term was compelled by the legislative history and agreed
with us that the VAs regulation was entitled to special
deference because it had been published in the Federal Register
and left unchanged by Congress during subsequent amendthents of

the statute On the constitutional issues the Court rejected
plaintiffs argument that the regulation embodied an irrebutable
presumption that pregnant women are not disabled and held that

the denial of free treatment for normal parturition neither
constitutes discrimination based on gender nor impinges on any
fundamental right

Attorney Mark Gallant Civil Division
FTS 6334052
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Paul McGrath

Taylor Army D.C Cir No 812280 July 30 1982 D.J
14543900

FOIA Exemption 1/Classified Information
Circuit Holds That Numerical Ratings Pertaining
To The Readiness Status Of The U.S Army Forces
Were Properly Classified Under Executive Order
12065 And Exempt From Disclosure Under FOIA
Exemption

Taylor journalist submitted FOIA request to the United
States Army seeking numerical ratings pertaining to the readiness
status of 168 battalions and separate commands which comprise all

of the major combat units of the Army After the Army denied the

request on the grounds that the ratings individually and in

compilation were exempt under Exemption Taylor brought suit
in the district court

The district court ruled that the ratings were not exempt
because they were not classified citing specific language from
an Army regulation which on its face indicated that the ratings
were not classified even though they were an integral part of

report which was classified Judge Greene rejected the Armys
interpretation of the regulation Judge Greene also determined
that the ratings were not classified as compilation because the

Army had not shown that there was an added factor which
warranted classification of compilation where the individual
items were not classified The court then determined that even
if the regulations did classify the ratings the ratings did not

reveal military plans weapons or operations whose release
would cause at least identifiable damage to the national

security accordingly the ratings could not meet the

classification requirements of the Executive order The court

then ordered the ratings to be disclosed

We then appealed and applied to the court of appeals for

stay of the district courts injunction The stay was granted
and consideration of the case expedited The court of appeals
has just reversed the district courts decision The court
determined that the record clearly demonstrates that the

requested compilation of information does provide an added
factor of sensitivity ruling that the Armys interpretation
that an added factor was present was entitled to great
deference and that the added factor in release of the compilation
was the knowledge of the relative strength of the entire U.S
Army The court also ruled that Army affidavits regarding

military secrets military planning and national security were
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Paul McGrath

entitled to utmost deference the first time that court has

applied that standard as opposed to substantial weight in an

FOIA Exemption case

In addition the court noted that the ratings met the

requirements for classification under the Executive order It

determined that any error in procedural compliance with

classification was harmless in view of the full explanation for

classification given to Taylor at the agency level when his FOIA

request was denied It also determined that the Army affidavits

clearly showed that the ratings met the substantive requirements
of Executive Order 12065 namely that the ratings involved

military plans weapons or operations whose release would

cause at least identifiable damage to the national security
Accordingly the court ruled that assuming arguendo that the

Army regulations stated that individual unit ratings were not

classified the regulation could not override the Executive

order which is controlling citing Carlisle Tire Rubber Co
United States Customs Service 663 F.2d 210 218 D.C Cir

1980 The court of appeals then reversed and remanded with

directions to dissolve the injunction and dismiss the

complaint

Attorneys Howard Scher Civil Division
FTS 6334820

Freddi Lipstein Civil Division
FTS 6334825

Leonard Schaitman Civil Division
FTS 6333441

General Electric Co Fahrier 7th Cir Nos 8.12768 812778
July 13 1982 D.J 14519152

Commerce Clause/Federal Preemption Seventh

Circuit Holds That State Law Prohibiting
Storage Of OutOfState Spent Nuclear Fuel In

Illinois Is Invalid Under The Commerce Clause
And Principles Of Federal Preemption

This case involved an Illinois Spent Fuel Act which banned

storage of spent nuclear fuel within the State if it had not been

used to generate power within Illinois The Act had no effect on

inState spent fuel and also in no way regulated the transporta
tion of spent fuel through the State for storage elsewhere It

contained an exception for fuel from states which accept spent
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Paul McGrath

fuel from Illinois Since there are no awayfromreactor spent
fuel storage sites operating outside Illinois this exception was

meaningless General Electric operates spent fuel storage
site in Illinois and brought suit in federal court challenging
the constitutionality of this Act The Civil Division
participated as amicus curiae on behalf of the United States in

the district court proceedins The district court struck down
the State statute and Illinois appealed We again participated
as amicus curiae We argued that the district court had

correctly refused to abstain from determining the issues and
that the State Act was unconstitutional under the Commerce Clause
because regulation in this area had been preempted by the federal

Atomic Energy Act The Seventh Circuit has just affirmed the
district court decision striking down the Act The court agreed
that abstention was unnecessary and that the statute
impermissibly interferes with the flow of interstate commerce
which includes material such as spent nuclear fuel The court
rejected the states argument that the Act was valid as

quarantine measure This argument was not accepted because the
Act did not rule indiscriminately and because it had no effect
on transportation of spent fuel through the length of Illinois
The court also went on to find that the Act was preempted by
federal law and that nothing in the Clean Air Act authorizes the

type of discriminatory regulation attempted here which in no way
regulated possible pollution from spent nuclear fuel

Attorneys Douglas Letter Civil Division
FTS 6333427

Leonard Schaitman Civil Division
FTS 6333388

Morici Corporation United States 9th Cir Nos 814075 and

814080 July 15 1982 D.J l57llE478

Flood Immunity Statute Ninth Circuit
Construes Flood Immunity Statute To Apply To

Any Use Of Federal Multiple Purpose Water
Project

The district court certified interlocutory appeals in this

Tort Claims Act case involving the flood immunity statute 33
U.S.C 702c Plaintiff appealed from the district courts
ruling 491 F.Supp 466 that the immunity provision bars
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Paul McGrath

government liability when flood has been caused by nonflood

control operations of multiple purpose federal water project

We appealed from the district courts ruling 500 F.Supp

714 that the immunity provision does not bar government

liability when flood has been caused by the purposeful and

knowing use of multiple purpose projects facilities in

manner or for purpose not among their congressionally
authorized uses On appeal the Ninth Circuit affirmed the

ruling that was adverse to plaintiff and reversed the ruling

adverse to us

The Ninth Circuit followed and elaborated on its prior

ruling in Peterson United States 367 F.2d 271 275 9th Cir

1966 There the court held the immunity provision did not bar

liability where flooding was wholly unrelated to any Act of

Congress authorizing expenditures of federal funds for flood

control In Morici the court explained that under the

Peterson rule it is not the purpose of the employees conduct

which is determinative The determinative factor is

instead the purpose of the project authorized by Congress
Thus concluded the court where flooding results from any

operation of federal water project that has flood control as

one of its authorized finctions the government is immune from

liability by virtue of 33 U.S.C 702c

Both the Eighth and Tenth Circuits have indicated they would

reach similar conclusions See Taylor United States 590 F.2d

263 8th Cir 1979 Callaway United States 568 F.2d 684

10th Cir 1978 The Fourth Circuit however has approved the

noimmunity for nonflood control uses theory rejected by the

Ninth Circuit in this case See Hayes United States 585 F.2d

701 4th Cir 1978

Attorneys Robert Greenspan Civil Division
FTS 6333311

Marc Johnston Civil Division
FTS 6333305
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CRIMINAL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Lowell Jensen

United States Thomas Falvey et al ____ Supp ____
81 Crim 423 S2 E.D.N.Y June 15 1982

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Of 1978

FISA Upon Ex Parte In Camera Review of

Appropriate Documents The United States District
Court For The Eastern District Of New York Found
That Electronic Surveillance Conducted Pursuant To

The Procedures Of The Foreign Intelligence Surveil
lance Act of 1978 FISA 50 U.S.C 18011811
Was Lawfully Authorized And Conducted

The Memorandum and Order in this case has been added to

the Appendix of this issue of the USAB for your information
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Carol Dinkins

Lowy Watt Nos 811847 to 811852 D.C Circuit July
1982 D.J 9010252

OIL AND GAS LEASING SERVICE COMPANYS
WAIVER AND DISCLAIMER EFFECTIVE TO CURE

DEFECTS IN CLIENTS IAPPLICATIONS

In connection with its simultaneous oil and gas

leasing program the Department of the Interior ruled that

Fred Engle d/b/a RSC filing service had prepared standard
service agreements for its clients giving RSC an exclusive

right to market any lease for five years for percentage of

commission in return in violation of Interiors regulations
RSC to induce the Wyoming district office of BLM to accept
its offers issued unilateral statements labelled Amendment
and Disclaimer which Interior and then the district court
held were ineffective to cure the possible defects in RSCs
clients applications The lack of consideration and the

failure to give notice were the reasons given for the un
effectivess of RCSs Amendment and Disclaimer number of

applications were thus rejected

The D.C Circuit reversed The unilateral waiver

procedure the court of appeals held was reasonable re
sponse to the uncertainties surrounding RSCs standard con
tracts Based on its analysis of federal law the court ruled
that RSCs waiver effectively removed the offensive provision
from its standard contracts Interior could either enact new

regulations or interpret existing regulations prospectively
if it wants to require extra procedures for removing illegal

provisions from standard leasing service contracts

Attorney Jacques Gelin Land and

Natural Resources Division
FTS 6332762

Attorney Robert Klarquist Land and

Natural Resources Division
FTS 6332731
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United States Stauffer Chemical Co No 815311 6th Circuit

July 1982 D.J 905231333

CLEAN AIR ACT EPAS PRIVATE CONTRACTORS
CANNOT INSPECT PLANT WITHOUT OWNERS
CONSENT

While the reasoning as expressed in three separate
opinions by each panelist was divergent the result is that

EPAs private contractors cannot by reason of limitations in

the Clean Air Act and despite magistrates warrant be per
mitted to inspect Stauffers plant in Mt Pleasant Tennessee
without Stauffers consent Since the same matter had been

litigated between the same parties in the Tenth Circuit with
an outcome unfavorable to EPA In re Stauffer Chemical Co 14

ERC 1737 Wyo 1980 affd 647 F.2d 1075 10th Cir 1981
Judges Weick and Jones held that the United States was barred

by res judicata and collateral estoppel Judge Weick who

gave the opinion of the court nonetheless proceeded over
Judge Jones objection to address the merits interpreting
the Clean Air Act adversely to EPA This holding on the

merits was joined by Judge Suer who also held that res

judicata and collateral estoppel should not apply when to

do so would merely preclude EPA from entry with private con
tractors intoStauffers plants but not bar such entries into

plants operated by Stauffers competitors This decision
conflicts with decision of the Ninth Circuit

Attorney Judson Starr Land and

Natural Resources Division
FTS 6332810

Attorney Dirk Snel Land and

Natural Resources Division
FTS 6334400
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OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
Assistant Attorney General Robert McConnell

SELECTED CONGRESSIONAL AND LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES

AUGUST 1982 AUGUST 18 1982

False Identification Crime Legislation The House Judiciary

Committee on Tuesday August 10 favorably reported H.R 6949 to

cover counterfeiting forgery and trafficking in federal and state

identification documents In light of Senate Judiciary Committee

interest in similar legislation there is some prospect for enact
ment of false ID legislation this year

Bail Reform It now appears that the full House Judiciary

Committee will take up the issue in September

Extradition Amendments As reported by four different Con
gressional Committees there are four varying versions of this

legislation situation which has discouraged sponsors from

bringing the legislation to the House or Senate floor As the

result of efforts by the Department supported by the Department
of State it now appears that resolution of all disagreements
is within reach and that this proposal can be processed without

significant opposition

Diversity Jurisdiction H.R 6816 bill to eliminate gen
eral diversity of citizenship jurisdiction in the federal courts
was ordered favorably reported by the House Judiciary Committee on

August 10 by 16 to 10 vote The Department has actively sup
ported this legislation

Federal Court Reform Act The House Judiciary Committee ap
proved on August 10 the proposed Federal Court Reform Act H.R
6872 This bill contains three relatively noncontroversial judi
cial reform proposals the conversion of most of the Supreme
Courts mandatory appellate jurisdiction to review by certiorari

the elimination of most statutory priorities for civil cases
and certain amendments to the U.S Code to encourage jury ser
vice H.R 6872 passed by unanimous voice vote and is expected
to be approved by the House on the suspension calendar in the

near future

Lookalike Drugs The House Select Committee on Narcotics

on Thursday August 12 held hearing on the issue of imitation

controlled substances or lookalike drugs The Department of

Justice through Gene Haislip of the Drug Enforcement Administra

tion noted federal efforts to address this problem As was ex
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pected several Membersparticularly Representative Gilman pushed
for an expanded federal effort including new legislation The

Department witness noted that the primary enforcement role should
be for state and local authorities and that the Model Imitation
Controlled Substances Act proposed by the Department had been

enacted by 30 states

Arson Amendments On Monday August the House approved
H.R 6454 to clarify federal jurisdiction over certain arson cases
Under existing law federal jurisdiction is limited to arson
started by explosives which in some Circuits is interpreted to

mean gasoline and other flammable materials This clarification
was recommended by the Attorney Generals Task Force on Violent
Crime and is incorporated within the Violent Crime and Drug
Enforcement Improvements Act of 1982 2472 and H.R 6497

Protection of Intelligence Agents and Assets On August
the Senate Judiciary Committee favorably reported 2552 bill

to establish federal criminal penalties for assaults on employees
of intelligence agencies or persons brought into the United States

under the auspices of intelligence agencies such as defectors
This legislation was developed through the cooperative efforts of

the CIA and the Department

Superfund On August 1982 Carol Dinkins Assistant

Attorney General Land and Natural Resources Division appeared
before the Committee on Environment and Public Works of the United

States Senate to discuss the implementation of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980
Assistant Attorney General Dinkins stressed the Departments com
mitment to vigorous effective enforcement program under the

Superfund law and other statutes governing the handling and dis
posal of hazardous wastes

Nominations The United States Senate has confirmed the fol
lowing nominations

Antonin Scalia of Illinois to be U.S Circuit Judge for

the District of Columbia Circuit

Michael Mihm to be U.S District Judge for the Central
District of Illinois

William Acker Jr to be U.S District Judge for the

Northern District of Alabama

Bruce Selya to be U.S District Judge for the District
of Rhode Island
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Frederick Scullin Jr to be U.S Attorney for the Nor
thern District of New York

Larry Thompson to be U.S Attorney for the Northern Dis
trict of Georgia

Faith Evans to be U.S Marshal for the District of Hawaii

Charles Dunahue to be U.S Marshal for the District of

Colorado

Clinton Peoples to be U.S Marshal for the Northern Dis
trict of Texas
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FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Rule 11 Pleas

Rule 32d Sentences and Judgment
Withdrawal of Plea of Guilty

Defendant entered into plea agreement in which the

Government agreed to drop one count of two count indictment
and present no testimony at the time of sentencing in return for

Defendants guilty plea to the other count The agreement was
accepted by the court under Rule 11 procedures Before serrtenc
ing defendant moved to withdraw his guilty plea pursuant to
Rule 32 The motion was denied and sentence was imposed
according to the terms of the plea agreement Defendant
appealed contending that absent showing of prejudice to the

Government he had an absolute right to withdraw his guilty plea
citing U.S Savage 561 F.2d 559 4th Cir 1977 as reported
in 25 USAB 463 No 21 10/14/77 in support of his position

The court of appeals rejected the approach taken in

Savage which allowed Iefendant to renege on his plea agreement
up until the time of sentencing unless the Government could show

prejudice The court held that fair and just reason for

withdrawal of guilty plea must be presented to the trial court
before any hearing on the motion to withdraw need be considered
Given the great care with which guilty pleas are taken under the

language of Rule 11 there is no reason to view such pleas as

merely tentative and subject to withdrawal before sentencing
whenever the Government cannot establish prejudice While lack
of prejudice to the Government is factor to be considered
granting or denying motion to withdraw guilty plea under
Rule 32d is at the discretion of the trial court

United States John Edward Williams No 80-2609
7th Cir June 10 1982
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FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Rule 32d Sentences and Judgment
Withdrawal of Plea of Guilty

See Rule 11 Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure this
issue of the Bulletin for syllabus

United States John Edward Williams No 802609
7th Cir June 10 1982
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U.S ATTORNEYS LIST AS OF August 20 1982

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Alabama Frank Donaldson

Alabama John Bell

Alabama Sessions III

Alaska Michael Spaan
Arizona- Melvin McDonald

Arkansas George Proctor

Arkansas Asa Hutchinson

California Joseph Russoniello

California Donald Ayer
CaliforniaC StephenSTrott
California Peter Nunez
Colorado Robert Miller

Connecticut Alan Nevas
Delaware Joseph Farnan Jr
DistrictofColuinbia StanleyS Harris

Florida Moore

Florida Robert Merkie Jr
Florida Stanley Marcus

Georgia James Baker

GeorgiaM JoeDWhitley
Georgia Hinton Pierce
Guam David Wood

Hawaii Daniel Bent

Idaho Guy Hurlbutt

Illinois Dan K.Webb
Illinois Frederick Hess

Illinois Gerald Fines

Indiana Lawrence Steele Jr
Indiana Sarah Evans Barker

IowaN EvanL.Hultman
Iowa Richard Turner

Kansas Jim Marquez
Kentucky Louis DeFalaise

Kentucky Ronald Meredith

LouisianaE John Volz

Louisiana Stanford Bardwell Jr
Louisiana Joseph Cage Jr
Maine Richard Cohen

Maryland Fredrick Motz

Massachusetts William Weld

Michigan Leonard Gilman

Michigan John Smie.tanka

Minnesota James Rosenbaum

Mississippi Glen 1-I Davidson

Mississippi George Phillips
Missouri Thomas Dittmeier

Missouri Robert E11rirh
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UNITED- STATES ATTORNEYS

DISTRICT- U.S -ATTORNEY

Montana Byron Dunbar
Nebraska Ronald Lahners

Nevada Lamond Mills

New Hampshire Stephen Thayer III

NewJersey W-HuntDuniont
New Mexico William Lutz

New York Gustave DiBianco

New York John Martin Jr
New York Edward Korman

NewYorkW SalvatoreR.Martoche
North Carolina Samuel Currin

North Carolina Kenneth McAllister

North Carolina Charles Brewer

North Dakota Rodney Webb

OhioN J.WilliamPetro
Ohio Christopher Barnes

Oklahoma Francis Keating II

Oklahoma Gary Richardson

Oklahoma William Price

Oregon Charles-H Turner

Pennsylvania Peter Vaira Jr
Pennsylvania David Queen

Pennsylvania Alan Johnson
Puerto Rico Raymond Acosta
RhodeIsland LincolnCAlmond
South Carolina Henry Dargan McMaster
South Dakota Philip Hogen
Tennessee John Gill Jr
Tennessee Joe Brown

TennesseeW W.HickmanEwing Jr
Texas James Rolfe

Texas Daniel Hedges
Texas Robert Wortham

Texas Edward Prado
Utah BrentD Ward
Vermont George W.F Cook

Virgin Islands Hugh Mabe III

Virginia Elsie P4unsell

Virgihia John Alderman

Washington John Lamp
Washington Gene Anderson

West Virginia William Kolibash
West Virginia David Faber

Wisconsin Joseph Stadtmueller

Wisconsin John Byrnes
Wyoming Richard Stacy
North Mariana Islands David Wood
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORX

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

-against- MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

THOMAS FALVEY MICHAEL FLANNERY 81 Crim 423S2
GEORGE HARRISON PATRICK MULLIN
and DANIEL GORNLEY

Defendants

APPEARANCES

EDWARD KORNAN ESQ United States Attorney

Brooklyn New York

David .Kirby Mary Lawton
Lubotnyr Jachnycky Of Counsel

For the Government

WILLIAM MOGULESCU ESQ
New York New York

For Defendant Thomas Falvey

MICHAEL KENNEDY P.C
New York New York

Michael Kennedy Sheryl Reich

Jeffrey Gleason John Privitera Of Counsel

For Defendant Michael Flannery

ODWYER BERNSTEIN

New York New York

Frank Durkan Franklin Siegel Of Counsel

For Defendant George Harrison

MANTON DOWD PENNISI

Key Gardens New York

Michael Dowd Of Counsel

For Defendant Patrick Mullin

DAVID LEWIS ESQ
New York New York

For Defendant Daniel Gormley
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McLAUGHLIN District Judge

The defendants all of Irish ancestry and all active in the

cause of Irish unity are accused of smuggling arms and equipment from

this jurisdiction to the Provisional Irish Republican Army IRA in

Ireland Affidavit of Michael Kennedy Kennedy Aff Iii 10 The

indictment charges conspiracy and numerous offenses relating to the

purchase of arms and ammunition in violation of 18 U.S.C 371 26 U.S.C

5841 5842 5845 5861 5871 and 22 U.S.C 2778

The Government has informed the defendants that it engaged in

electronic surveillance of some of the defendants and that it intends to

introduce at trial certain tape recordings of telephone conversations

that were intercepted pursuant to the procedures of the Foreign Intelli

gence Surveillance Act of 1978 nsA 50 U.S.C.1801l8l1 The

Government moves under 50 U.S.C 1806f for an Order declaring

that the surveillance in this case was lawfully authorized and conducted

The defendants counter with motion to suppress all the fruits of the

FISA surveillance on the grounds that FISA on its face and as applied

in this case violates the First Fourth Fifth Sixth and Ninth Amend

ments and Articles and III of the Constitution

To the extent that the defendants assert that FISA is overbroad

all of them have standing See Dombrowski Pfister 308

U.S 479 1965
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The FISA Investigation

Sometime during 1980 the Federal Bureau of Investigation

FBI commenced foreign counterintelligence investigation of

suspected international terrorist organization operating in the New York

area Affidavit of David Kirby Kirby Aff On April

1981 as part of this investigation judge of the Foreign Intelligence

Surveillance Court authorized electronic surveillance of defendants

.2
Falvey and Harrison both United States citizens Id Kennedy Aff

22 From early April 1981 until June 19 or 20 1981 when defendants

Falvey and Harrison were arrested the FBI conducted the authorized

electronic surveillance Kirby Aff Telephone conversations were

intercepted and taped some of which the Government states are relevant

to this prosecution Id at

Pursuant to FISA the Government obtained the Attorney

Generals approval and informed the defendants and this court of its

intention to use tapes of the relevant conversations at tria1 50 U.S.C

1806b It provided the defendants with copies of transcripts

of conversations it deemed relevant to this case and the minimization

logs of all the wiretaps on Falveys and Harrisons telephones but

FISA defines electronic surveillance to be the acquisition by an

electronic mechanical or other surveillance device of the contents

of any wire or radio counication 50 U.S.C 1801f1
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refused to disclose any other intercepted communications.3 Kirby Aff

Kennedy Aff 11 2426 28 30

PreFISA History of Foreign Intelligence Electronic

Surveillance

To place the constitutional issues raised by these motions in

focus some appreciation of history is required Over fortyyears ago

under orders from President Franklin Roosevelt the Executive branch

began to conduct warrantless electronic surveillance in grave

matters involving the defense of the nation See Rep No 95604

95th Cong.2d Sess reprinted in U.S Code Cong Admin News 3904

3911 1978 Legislative History The constitutionality of this

sort of surveillance went unchallenged and successive administrations

continued to broaden this amorphous national security exception1 to the

warrant requirement of this Fourth Amendment Even Congress avoided

the issue of its constitutionality Indeed in 1968 when it enacted

Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act 18 U.S.C

c25l0 which prohibits most warrantless electronic surveillance

Congress specifically refused to regulate foreign intelligence electronic

The government has not suggested that it intenas to introduce at

trial those portions of the intercepted communications which it

refuses to make available to defendants

For detailed history of warrantless electronic surveillance since

1940 see Legislative History supra at 39103916 Note The Foreign

Intelligence Surveillance Act Legislating Judicial Role in

National Security Surveillance 78 Mich Rev 1116 1980 Note
The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 13 Vand

Trans 719 1980
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surveillance and instead left presidential powers where it found them

United States United States District Court 407 U.S 297 303 1972

hereinafter referred to as Keith See 18 U.S.C 251l3

Since the Watergate tragedy however when gross abuses of the

executives presumed authority to conduct warrantless electronic surveil

lance in the name of national security first came to light there has

been an understandable anxiety about unrestrained electronic surveil

lance Indeed the Watergate era spawned the first real test of the

Executives power to conduct warrantless electronic surveillance in the

name of national security See Keith 407 U.S at 299 31421

Distinguishing between domestic and foreign security the

Supreme Court in Keith held that claim of national security would no

longer justify warrantless electronic surveillance having domestic

Prior to the enactment of Title III 605 of the Federal Conunica
tions Act of 1934 also specifically prohibited the interception of

nonconsensual warrantless wiretaps 47 U.S.C 605 SectIon 25113
of Title III provided that neither Title III nor 605 shall limit

the constitutional power of the President to obtain foreign

intelligence information deemed essential to the security of the

United States This section was repealed by the enactment

of FISA See Pub 95511 Title III 201c Oct 25 1978 92

Stat 1797

At the time claims of national security were used to justify

varrantless wiretapping of dissident groups which were interpreted

to include the Democratic Party that had no foreign nexus

Rep No 95604 Legislative History supra at 391617 Keith
407 U.S at 314
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rather than foreign focus Id at 323-24 The Court was not confronted

with and accordingly failed to address the constitutionality of warrant

less electronic surveillance in cases involving foreign power or its

agents Id at 32122 n.20 It recognized however that there were

distinctions between Title III criminal surveillances and those involving

the national security and urged Congress to delineate an appropriate

standard for issuing warrants where national security was at stake Id

at 32223

This invitation along with the publics concern about Execu

tive wiretaps and the uncertainty of the law ultimately led in 1978 to

the enactment of FISA See Rep No 95604 Legislative History

supra at 391617 Whether FISA strikes an appropriate balance between

Three Courts of Appeals have ruled on the issue whether warrantless

foreign intelligence electronic surveillance is constitutional The

Third and Fifth Circuits held that the Executive had the inherent

constitutional power to conduct such surveillance See United States

Butenko 494 F.2d 593 3d Cir.en banc cert denied sub notn
Ivanov United States 419 U.S 881 1974 United States Brown
484 F.2d 418 5th Cir 1973 cert denied 415 U.S 960 1974
Only the D.C Circuit in plurality opinion questioned the con
stitutionality of this type of surveillance Zweibon Mitchell
516 F.2d 594 D.C Cir 1975 cert denied 425 U.S 944 1976
The Second Circuit has declined to take position See United

States Ajlouny 629 F.2d 830 840 2d Cir 1980 cert denied
449 U.S 111 1981

Even if the President has inherent constitutional power pursuant
to his Article II foreign policy powers to conduct varrantless

searches Congress has the power to regulate the exercise of this

authority by legislating reasonable warrant procedure

Rep No 95604 Legislative History supra at 3917 See

Youngstown Sheet Tub Co Sawyer 343 U.S 579 1952 Jackson

concurring United States CurtissWright Export Corp 299

U.S 304 322 1936 See also Perez Brownell 356 U.S 44 62

1958
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the Governments need to conduct foreign intelligence surveillance and

its citizens rights to freedom from unreasonable governmental intrusion

is matter of national concern The resolution of this issue case

of first impression must begin with brief review of the provisions of

FISA

FISA Provisions

FISA establishes standards for obtaining court order author

izing foreign intelligence electronic surveillance It created

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court on which seven United States

District Court Judges selected by the Chief Justice of the United

States sit 50 U.S.C 1803a

To obtain surveillance order federal officer having first

obtained the Attorney Generals approval must submit an application to

one of the FISA Court judges 50 U.S.C 1804a The application must

detail the identity of the target the information relied on by the

Government to demonstrate that the target is foreign power or an

agent of foreign power evidence that the place where the surveil

lance will occur is being used or is about to be used by the foreign

power or its agent the type of surveillance to be used the minimiza

tion procedures to be employed and certification that the information

sought is foreign intelligence information See 50 U.S.C 1804a

111

FISA also permits warrantess electronic surveillance in certain

limited circumstances which are nor involved here 50 U.S.C 1802
1805e
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Before issuing the order the PISA judge must make specific

findings including that

there is probable cause to believe that the target
of the electronic surveillance is foreign power or

an agent of the foreign power Provided That no

United States person may be considered foreign power
or an agent of foreign power solely upon the basis
of activities protected by the first amendment to the

Constitution of the United States

50 U.S.C 1805a3A See also 50 U.S.C 1805 An Order directed

against an agent of foreign power as here is valid for 90 days but

extensions may be obtained 50 U.S.C 1805d1
In this case the FISA Court signed an order against two

agents of foreign power Thomas ralvey and George Harrison who were

so described because as United Stces persons they allegedly know

ingly engage in sabotage or international terrorism or activities

that are in preparation therefor for or on behalf of foreign

power 50 U.S.C 1801b2C
The foreign power is the IRA allegedly group engaged in

international terrorism or activities in preparation theref or

50 U.S.C 1801a4 International terrorism is defined as violent

acts or acts dangerous to human life that appear to be intended

to influence the policy of government by intimidation or

coercion and occur totally outside the United States or transcend

national boundaries in terms of the means by which they are accomplished

50 U.S.C 1801c The foreign intelligence information sought in
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this case is defined in FISA as information that relates to the

ability of the United States to protect against international

terrorism and which is necessary to the conduct of the foreign affairs

of the United States 50 U.S.C 1801elB and e2B
Should the surveillance produce any information that would be

relevant in criminal proceeding section 1806 of FISA establishes pro

cedures for the use of the information 50 U.S.C 1806 First

authorization to use the information in criminal proceeding must be

obtained from the Attorney General 50 U.S.C 1806b Then the

Government must notify the Court and the aggrieved person against whom

10

the information will be offered 50 U.S.C 1806c Once the

Government has notified the Court or if the aggrieved person moves to

suppress the fruits of the FISA surveillance section 1806f prescribes

the exclusive procedures to be followed Rep No 95604 Legis

lative History supra at 395859

10 An aggrieved person is defined as person who is the target of

an electronic surveillance or any other person whose counications
or activities were subject to electronic surveillance 50 U.S.C
1801k Accordingly Falvey and Harrisonwhose phones were

tappedare aggrieved because they were the targets of the FISA

wiretaps Flannery and Gormley are aggrieved because their calls

to Falveys and Harrisons telephones were intercepted There is

no indication in the logs that Mullins conversations were inter

cepted and accordingly he is not an aggrieved person
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Section 1806f provides that the court shall

if the Attorney General files an affidavit

under oath that disclosure or an adversary hearing
would harm the national security of the United States
review in camera and ex parte the application order
and such other materials relating to the surveillance

as may be necessary to determine whether the surveil
lance of the aggrieved person was lawfully author
ized and conducted

Since the Attorney General filed an affidavit in this case

asserting that disclosure of information or an adversary hearing would

harm the national security the defendants are entitled to have this

Court review ex parte and in camera the surveillance order and accom

panying application Under the statutory scheme defendant is entitled

in the courts discretion to disclosure of certain materials where

such disclosure is necessary to make an accurate determination of the

11

legality of the surveillance 50 U.S.C 1806f

The Constitutionality of FISA

FISA is the fifth legislative attempt since the Watergate era

12

to bridle the Executives inherent power Congress believes that

11 This provision is similar to 25l8l0a of the general wiretap

statute which provides that the judge in his discretion may

require disclosure in the interests of justice 28 U.S.C
251810

12 Prior attempts included 3197 Foreign Intelligence Surveillance

Act of 1976 94th Cong 2d Sess 1976 743 National Security

Surveillance Act of 1975 94th Cong 1st Sess 1975 4062
Freedom from Surveillance Act of 1974 93d Cong 2d Sess 1974

2820 Surveillance Practices and Procedures Act of 1973 93d

Cong 1st Sess 1973
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FISA has provided secure framework by which the Executive Branch may

conduct legitimate electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence

purposes within the context of this Nations conitment to privacy and

individual rights Rep 95604 Legislative History supra at 3916

The Act received broad support in Congress and from the then Attorney
13

General Griffin Bell and President Carter

Fourth Amendment Arguments

Although neither the Supreme Court nor the Second Circuit has

passed on the issue three Circuit Courts have ruled that the Fourth

Amendment does not require warrant for electronic surveillance

14 ___involving foreign intelligence arid foreign powers See United States

Buck 548 F.2d 871 875 9th Cit cert denied 434 U.S 890 1977

United States Butenko 494 F.2d 593 605 3d Cir en banc cert

denied subnom Ivanov United States 419 U.s 881 1974 United

13 See Rep 95604 Legislative History supra at 390506

14 The Supreme Court stated For the view that warrantless surveil
lance though impermissible in domestic security cases may be

constitutional when foreign powers are involved see United States

Smith 321 Supp 424 42526 C.D.Cal 1971 and American

Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminal Justice

Electronic Surveillance 120 121 Approved Draft 1971 and Feb 1971

Supp 11 See also United States Clay 430 F.2d 165 CA5
on other grounds 403 U.s 698 1970.Keith 407 U.S

at 322 n.20
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States Brown 484 F.2d 418 426 5th Cir 1973 cert denied 415

U.S 960 1974 Aware of the teachings of Keith that prior judicial

approval is necessary when domestic national security interests are

involved the Third Circuit nevertheless found that the Executives

power to engage in warrantless foreign intelligence surveillance is

implied from his duty to conduct the nations foreign affairs United

States Butenko 494 F.2d at 603 See U.S Const Article II Indeed

the President must take care to safeguard the nation from possible

foreign encroachment whether in its existence as nation or in its

intercourse with other nations United States Brown 484 F.2d at

426 See also Jay The Federalist No 64 at 43436 Hamilton The

FederalistNo 70 at 471 Hamilton The Federalist No 74 at 500

When therefore the President has as his primary purpose the accumu

lation of foreign intelligence information his exercise of Article II

power to conduct foreign affairs is not constitutionally hamstrung by

the need to obtain prior judicial approval before engaging in wire
15

tapping

15 Zweibon Mitchell 516 F.2d 594 D.C.Cir 1975 the only case

cited by the defendants to suggest that warrant is required even

when foreign intelligence is the object of the surveillance is

inapposite That case involved domestic group that was not an

agent of foreign power The only foreign connection was that

the groups domestic activities could affect United States policy

or pose threat to United States security because the group

irritated foreign power rather than collaborated with it Id
at 652
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While the executive power to conduct foreign affairs exempts

the President from the warrant requirement when foreign surveillance is

conducted the President is not entirely free of the constraints of the

Fourth Amendment The search and seizure resulting from the surveillancE

must still be reasonable With the enactment of FISA Congress has

implemented the teaching of Keith and by borrowing from Title III of thE

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act 18 U.S.C 2510 et9
the general wiretap statute mutatis mutandis Congress has fashioned

statute for foreign surveillance that fully comports with the Fourth

Amendment

It is at once evident that the procedures for obtaining

wiretap order under FISA are by no means identical with the procedures

that must be followed under Title III Defendants make much of this

arguing that Title III is the constitutional minimum to which they are

entitled The Supreme Court however has already held to the contrary

In Keith theCourt recognized that surveillance in the interests of

national security must be measured by standard less precise than

that used to limit conventional surveillance whose sole purpose is to

obtain evidence of crime 407 U.S at 322 Keith instructed Congress

that it could promulgate standards so long as they are reasonable both

in relation to the legitimate need of Government for intelligence

information and the protected rights of our citizens Id at 323 See

Camara Municipal Court 387 U.S 523 53435 1967 To that end

Congress could require that the application and affidavit showing
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probable cause need not follow the exact requirements of Title III

i.e probable cause to believe that crime has been or is about to be

committed but should allege other circumstances more appropriate to

domestic security cases and that the request for prior court author

ization could in sensitive cases be made to any member of specially

designated court Keith 407 U.s at 323

find that Congress has struck reasonable balance between

the governments need for foreign intelligence information and the

rights of its citizens No one can gainsay that obtaining foreign

Intelligence relating to international terrorism is legitimate object

of the Executives constitutional authority to conduct foreign policy

Indeed to the extent that Article VI of the Constitution makes treaties

the supreme law of the land the United States is obligated to combat

international terrorism under the multilateral treaty obligations it

assumed as member of the Organization of American States see OAS

Convention on Terrorism done at Washington Feb 1971 entered into

force for the U.S Oct 20 1976 27 U.S.T 3949 T.I.A.S 8413 and the

United Nations see Convention on the prevention and punishment of

crimes against internationally protected persons including diplomatic

agents done at New York Dec 14 1973 entered into force for the U.S

Feb 20 1977 28 U.S.T 1975 T.I.A.S 8532

Furthermore both the United States and the United Kingdom as

comembers of the U.N Ad Hoc Committee on International Terrorism

support the principle that states must take all steps necessary to

prevent the use of their territory and resources for aiding or
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encouraging people involved in acts of international terrorism compare

G.A Res 3034 XXVII U.N Doc A/8969 Dec 18 1972 reprinted in

Y.U.N 650 with draft resolution submitted by the United States

Y.U.N 64344 The United States is also required under inter

national law to enact legislation to implement the policies embodied in

treaties See J.B Moore Digest of International Law 222 1906 see

also OAS Convention on Terrorism supra art Congress was fully

aware of its obligations when it enacted FISA Other factors

this legislation Include the international responsibilities of the

United States the duties of the Federal Government to the States in

matters involving foreign terrorism and the need to maintain the secrecy

of lawful counterintelligence sources and methods Rep No 95604

Legislative History supra at 3983 Seeid at 3999

One problem that particularly vexes the defendants is that

while an order for surveillance under Title III can be signed only if the

judge finds probable cause for belief that an individual is committing

has committed or is about tocoumiit particular offense 18

U.S.C 25183a FISA requires only that the judge find probable

cause to believe that the target of the electronic surveillance is

an agent of foreign power 50 U.S.C l805a3A find however

that the FISA probable cause standard fully satisfies the Fourth Amend

ment requirements as construed by the Keith Court It provides an

effective external control on arbitrary executive action and is

fundamental safeguard for the civil liberties of the individual
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16

because it requires that federal district court judge not the

Executive branchmake finding of probable cause to believe that the

target of surveillance is an agent of foreign power See Rep No

95604 Legislative History supra at 3950 Implicit in this deter

mination is finding that the target is himself engaged in international

terrorism or is conspiring with or knowingly aiding and abetting those

who are before electronic surveillance directed against him may be

authorized under this chapter Id at 3925 See also id at 3949

also find that the FISA procedures were properly employed in

this case The defendants argue that FISA was misused in this case

because by the time the FISA surveillance began the Government was

clearly conducting routine criminal investigation Hence runs the

argument the Government should have obtained Title III order rather

than FISA order to insure the maximum constitutional protections for

16 somewhat tortuous afgument advanced by one of the defendants is

that the Act violates Articles and III because the FISA Court

is not court and because Article III judges are being converted

into Article judges by serving as FISA judges reject this

argument Applications for Title III wiretaps are often taken to

magistrates who are neither Article nor Article III judges

Similarly the finding of probable cause for search warrant

in criminal case is commonly made ex parte by magistrate
See 18 U.S.C 25183 See Keith 407 U.S at 318 321
The defendants have not persuaded me that federal district court

judge would become the Governments rubber stamp while acting as

FISA judge or that FISA judge would be any less neutral than

magistrate considering Title III wiretap or an application for

search warrant
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the defendants and hearing should now be held to determine the purpose

of the electronic surveillance

This argument is not without appeal Indeed several courts

have ruled that while warrantless electronic surveillance is permissible

when the purpose of the surveillance is to obtain foreign intelligence

Information nevertheless when the purpose of the surveillance is to

obtain evidence of criminal activity that evidence is inadmissible at

trial See United States Truong Dinh Hung 629 F.2d 908 91213 4th

Cir 1980 United States Butenko 494 F.2d at 606

In Truong for example the Executive branch had conducted

warrantless wiretaps pursuant to its inherent power The Government

admitted however that the primary purpose of the investigation had

shifted f-rotn that of obtaining foreign intelligence information to that

of obtaining evidence of crime The District Court admitted the

wiretaps in criminal prosecution that were obtained while theprimary

object was foreign intelligence information but excluded those obtained

after the focus of the surveillance became evidence of criminality 629

F.2d at 91516 In doing so it rejected the Governments argument

that if surveillance is to any degree directed at gathering foreign

intelligence the executive may ignore the warrant requirement of the

Fourth Amendment Id at 915 The bottom line of Truong is that

evidence derived from varrantless foreign intelligence searches will be

admissible in criminal proceeding only so long as the primary purpose

of the surveillance is to obtain foreign intelligence information
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What the defendants steadfastly ignore however is that in

this caseunlike Truonga court order was obtained authorizing the

surveillance After the surveillance was conducted in Truong without

warrant Congress enacted FISA imposing warrant requirement to obtain

foreign intelligence information See pp 1415 supra An order

authorizing the surveillance in this case was lawfully obtained pursuant

to FISA See pp 2324 Accordingly all the relevant evidence derived

17

therefrom will be admissible at trial

In enacting FISA Congress expected that evidence derived from

FISA surveillances could then be used in criminal proceeding See

Rep No 95604 Legislative History supra at 394041 397980

Indeed by affording mechanisms for suppression 50 U.S.C 1806f

and by providing for retention and dissemination of information that

is evidence of crime which has been is being or is about to be

committed 50 U.S.C l801h3 FISA itself clearly contemplates

that evidence will be used at trials

17 hearing is not required because the only question here is whether

the order was properly issued Defendants argue that the order was

not properly issued because from its inception this was criminal

investigation To the contrary find that the order was properly

issued because the application clearly sought foreign intelligence

information See 24 Infra
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In conclusion it was proper for the FISA judge to issue the

order in this case because of the ongoing nature of the foreign intel

ligence investigation See Kirby Aff See also pp 2324 infra

The fact that evidence of criminal activity was thereafter uncovered

during the investigation does not render the evidence inadm There

is no question in my mind that the purpose of the surveillance pursuant

to the order was the acquisition of foreign intelligence information

Accordingly find that the FISA procedures on their face satisfy the

Fourth Amendment warrant requirement and that FISA was properly

implemented in this case

First Amendment Arguments

The defendants mount superficially attractive First Amend

ment attack on FISA They argue that another problem with FISA is that

it gives the Government the opportunity to use politicallymotivated

surveillance of whatever group it chooses at particular time Accord

ing to the argument at this time the Polish labor union Solidarity is

in and the IRA is out At some future time the roles may be reversed

But at all times American sympathizers of either group will be afraid

to exercise their First Amendment rights lest their privacy be Invaded

through FISA electronic surveillance

The argument however ignores two things First abusive

political surveillance is precisely what Congress intended to control

by providing that judgeand not the Executive branchmake the
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finding that the target is truly an agent of foreign power See

Rep No 95604 Legislative History supra at 394950 Second

because one mans terrorism may be anothers holy war FISA explicitly

admonishes that no United States person may be considered an

agent of foreign power solely upon the basis of activities protected

by the first amendment to the Constitution of the United States

50 U.S.C 1805a3A

Hence to obtain FISA surveillance order the Government must

provide the FISA judge with something more than the targets sympathy

for the goals of particular group in this case the IRA While it may

be judicially noticed that the object of the IRAs activities is to unite

the North and the South of Ireland into one independent country it is

equally manifest that the IRA engages in international terrorism See

Bishop Law in the Control of Terrorism and Insurrection The

British Laboratory Experience 42 Law Contenip Problems 140 1978

Its acts are obviously intended to intimidate or coerce civilian

population to influence the policy of government by intimidation

or coercion or to affect the conduct of government by assassina

tion or kidnapping and thus are legitimately encompassed by FISA 50

U.S.C 1801c2 The FISA judge in this case found that the targets

were engaed in these activities It cannot seriously be suggested that

any of these activities are protected by the First Amendment

Moreover requiring the FISA judge to find that the target is

involved in these acts of international terrorism as part of its finding

of probable cause to believe that the target is an agent of foreign
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power serves to limit the generality of the terms agent of foreign

power and international terrorism Accordingly find that the FISA

provisions are not overbroad and unconstitutional on their face and

that the defendants First Amendment rights were not violated in this

case

Fifth and Sixth Ainendnient Arguments

The defendants contend that FISA violates their constitutional

rights tb counsel to be present at all proceedings conducted against

them and to public trial As discussed above FISA prescribes the

exclusive procedures to determine the legality of FISA electronic

surveillance See Rep No 95604 Legislative History supra at

4032 See pp 910 supra The Act states that if as here the Attorney

General files an affidavit that disclosure would harm the national

interest the determination must be made ex parte and in camera The

reviewing court is permitted to order disclosure only where such dis

closure is necessary to make an accurate determination of the legality of

the surveillance 50 U.S.C 1806f

It is this clandestine feature of FISA that the defendants

attack as unconstitutional To the extent that the Act does not

provide for fullblown adversarial suppression hearing at which they

may examine the documents underlying the FISA Order and the FISA Order

itself and crossexamine the Government witnesses defendants contend

FISA is unconstitutional
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Whatever appeal this argument may have it ignores the massive

body of preFISA case law of the Supreme Court this Circuit and others

that the legality of electronic surveillance should be determined on an

in camera ex parte basis Giordano United States 394 U.S 310

314 1969 Taglianetti United States 394 U.S 316 317 1969

United States Ajiouny 629 F.2d at 839 2d Cir 1980 Zweibon

Mitchell 516 F.2d at 606 n.l4 United States Butenko 494 F.2d at

607 United States Brown 484 F.2d at 425 For example as the

Second Circuit ruled citing Taglianetti United States 394 U.S at

317 adversary proceedings and full disclosure are not necessarily

required for resolution of every issue raised by an electronic surveil

lance To the contrary such protections will not be required

when the task is such that in camera procedures will adequately safeguard

the defendants Fourth Amendment rights United States

Ajiouny 629 F.2d at 839

The ex parte in camera procedures of FISA are not unique to

the foreign intelligence area For example the Second Circuit in United

States Manley 632 F.2d 978 986 2d Cir 1980 upheld the use of

an ex parte in camera proceeding to determine the reliability of two

nondisclosed informants whose information had led to the arrest of the

defendant The doctrinal rationale for this holding is that the con

frontation right guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment does not apply at such

pretrial hearing McCray Illinois 386 U.S 300 31314 1967

Neither is there an absolute right to public trial during pretrial

suppression hearings Gannett Co DePasguale 443 U.S 368 38790

1979 See also United States Agurs 27 U.S 97 106 1976
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Dennis United States 384 U.S 855 875 1966 Palerino United

States 360 U.S 343 354 1959 United States Pelton 578 F.2d 701

707 8th Cir cert denied 439 U.S 964 1978 United States

Buckley 586 F.2d 498 506 n.6 5th Cir 1978 cert denied 440 U.s

982 1979

Against this background find that the FISA procedures for

reviewing the legality of particular surveillance are constitutional

Accordingly the Governments motion to review the legality of the docu

ments underlying the FISA wiretap and the PISA order in this case is

granted Upon review of those documents find that the Governments

application under 50 U.S.C 1804 and the FISA judges order under

18

50 U.S.C 1805 fully conforn to the requirements of the Act

Specifically find the President authorized the Attorney

General to approve the application for electronic surveillance

the application was made by federal officer and approved by the

Attorney General the application contained all statements and

certifications required by the Act and such certifications were not

clearly erroneous there was probable cause to believe the targets

Harrison and Falvey were agents of foreign power and this finding

was not based solely on the basis of activities protected by the First

Amendment there was probable cause to believe that the places at

which the surveillance was directed were to be used by foreign power

18 See also In re Grand Jury Subpoena of Martin Flanagan 533 Supp
957 961 E.D.N.Y 1982
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and the minimization procedures employed were properly drawn

Finally upon review find that disclosure to the defendants or their

counsel of the materials reviewed is not necessary to make an accurate

determination of the legality of the surveillance 50 U.S.C 51806f

Raving considered all the defendants arguments and having

addressed the meritorious ones conclude that FISA is constitutional

on its face and as applied in this case Accordingly their motions to

suppress the fruits of the FISA surveillance in this case are denied

CO CLUS ION

The Governments motion to have the Court declare whether

the FISA surveillance in this case was lawfully authorized and conducted

is granted Upon an ex parte in camera review of the appropriate docu

merits find that the electronic surveillance was lawfully authorized

and conducted

The defendants motion to suppress the fruits of the FISA

surveillance is denied

SO ORDERED

Dated Brooklyn New York

June 15 1982

JOSEPR McLAUGULIN U.S.D.J

The Clerk shall make copies of this Order and shall serve them

upon the parties
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